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AUDIT
Wisdom-Based Faith Audit
Be Purposeful
and Profitable!
As you learned at t-Factor, many faith-driven
strategies are best practice. 50 years of
business research demonstrates that profitdriving strategies today can be aligned with
wise business models introduced in scripture
nearly 3000 years ago. Business faculty at
Lipscomb University bring years of industry
and applied research experience to your
corporation to help you assess the impact of
your faith-driven strategies on your
company’s performance. Align your
corporate strategy with scripture and
measure the impact. Let Lipscomb's Faith
Audit validate the impact faith has in your
organization to further the Kingdom, and
learn from others to explore best practices or
opportunities for improvement.

Benefits to Participating
Companies
Promotion of leading strategies for integration of
faith for sales and supply chain strategies.
Identification of opportunities to extend culture
throughout the organization and improve decisionmaking.

Objective insights from outside market
research team.
Assistance to management in addressing
complex, cross-functional issues.

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

LIPSCOMB
Selected Virtues and Values of Jesus
Purposeful

A purposeful
leader is
determined and
disciplined.

Bold

Credible

A bold leader is
strong and
courageous.

A credible leader
is truthful and
trustworthy.

Key Things To Know
Top 10 Undergraduate Business Schools to
Watch in 2020 (Poets & Quants)
1 Undergraduate Business Program in TN, Top
100 in the Nation (Poets&Quants) - 2021, 2020,
2019, 2018 and 2017
Top 50 National Ranking for Part-time MBA
Program (Bloomberg/Businessweek)

Creative

A creative leader
is imaginative and
adaptive.

Servant

A servant leader is
humble,
compassionate,
and approachable.

Our Mission
Lipscomb University’s College of Business is
recognized throughout the region and the
nation as an outstanding source of highly skilled
and trustworthy business leaders.
Develop business leaders who embrace the
values and virtues of Jesus.
| Specifically, the mission of the college is to
encourage the adoption of five targeted values
and virtues of Jesus. To the extent that the
mission is accomplished in a student or others,
that person| will become more Purposeful, Bold,
Credible, Creative, and a higher level Servant.

